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9 / 11: The article "not to publish" World
Strange discovery on 11 September on the page of Google news: the search engine provides a link to an article on the age of
suspicion opened by September 11, 2001. Section introduced an intriguing "NOT FOR PUBLICATION" ...

Obviously the article by Soren Seelow could not please everyone. It must be said that the theme of the September 11 article
entitled, welcome to the era of suspicion and subtitled Some liberties have also disappeared Sept. 11, 2001 is no memorial in
the pump. 

This article was published in An-despite the warning included in its title-in the Company field of the online newspaper scrutinizes
the systematic decline of freedoms for 10 years:

- United States Patriot Act 
- French Anti-Terrorism Act 
- Plan Vigiepirate 
- The army in the city 
- Internet in surveillande 
- Law on Everyday Security 
- Homeland Security Act 
- Law on the fight against terrorism 
- Control of air passengers (body scan) 
- Control of the population by biometrics (visa) 
- Videosurveillance widespread 
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- Modification of the criminal process (arrest warrant, police custody) 

Finally, the logs back on the case of "Fadette", that is to say the surveillance of detailed invoices that concerned journalists in
the middle of World Business Bettancourt, as revealed by the Canard Enchainé.

We understand that some people in management have been considered inadequate
publication in a newspaper known anti-conspiracy, such a catalog to Prevert.

It is indeed quite far from the article in the World Yves Bordenave and Caroline
Monnot and accused of paranoia when I was treating hardening of the means of
enforcement: 

http://www.agoravox.fr/tribune-libr ...

So how Soren Seelow this article, clearly intended the wastebasket, he was found at
a site in the world?

And by what strange circumstances marked NOT FOR PUBLICATION it was found
referenced by Google?

Evil spirits might say that behind the apparent tranquility of this commemoration
mainstream media much as it should, there are some journalists who have not given
up doing their work logs and we decided to bypass the instructions of Aunt Anastasia.

Recall that in 2010 France has fallen to 44th place overall Reporters Without Borders
in terms of press freedom, dropping nine places from 2008.

At the September 11, 2001 it occupied the 11th place.

But since the article was published as read:

http://www.lemonde.fr/societe/artic ...
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